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0. BOBJ&VKA. 
This paper is a sequel to the publication Studies on multiplicative 
systems. Part I. (Publ. Fae. Sci. univ. Masaryk, n° 245, 1937). It deals 
with m. systems without kernel, i . e. m. systems 971 characterised in the 
way that for every element a e 971 there exists a positive integer a, 
called the index of a, such that a is product of a but not more than a 
elements of 971. 
16. M . systems homomorphically representable on the infinite 
cyclic m. system ft. Let A be a non-vacuous set. Any system of mu­
tually exclusive subsets of A, covering A, is termed decomposition of A. 
Let 97t be a m. system. Let (0 =}=) A c 971 and the sequence 
{AlfA2,...} (12) 
be a decomposition of A. Let Wa, for a = 1,2,. . . , be defined by the 
formula 
a 1 ? a 2 , . . . , o&p being an arrangement of /? equal or different positive in­
tegers such that <*! -f- a 8 + • • • -f- ttp = cc and the summation being re­
lated to all arrangements of this kind for / ? = 1 , 2 , . . I f a factor of 
some term in the sum is vacuous, this term is to be replaced by the 
vacuous set. It is clear that Wa is a subset of 971. We call it aggregate a 
in the decomposition (12). For instance, we get 
W1 = A u W2 = A a V4i2, W9 = A 3 \fA± A 2 VAi A t \Mi 8 , . . . 
For a, ft = 1,2, . . . , there evidently holds 
Wa. W$ c Wa+$. {IS) 
The decomposition (12) of A is called generating if : 1° Ai 4= 0 2^ any 
two aggregates a, (3 in the decomposition are mutually exclusive for 
• 1. Let 971 = M1V M% V... be a m. system without kernel and be 
homomorphically representable on ft. Let 9(F^ F2}...) be a homomorphism 
of Won ft. Let Aa=M1n Fa, for a = 1, 2,..., so that the sequence 
{At, A2,.. •} is a decomposition of the excentrum of 971. Tlien the aggre­
gate a in this decomposition is precisely the set Fa. 
1* 
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Proof:. From the relation 
m =FX v -F>v. . . 
we get W = 2 Fa FR 
and therefore W = F22 V Fn V • • •, 
F2a, for a = 2,3,..., being given by the formula 
F2a = Fi Fa-i V -̂ 2 V • • • V F a - 1 JF\-
According to I3*i there holds F2acFa and therefore Aa\/ Fiac Fa, 
a = 2, 3,. f Thus, from the relatioDs 
m = Mx V 2R8 = At V ( J j V Fa) V (4J V F 2 s) V • • '• 
follows = V V . . . 
Fa = ^ a V * i V F2Fa-9V • • - V ^ (a = 1,2,...; ̂  = 
Now let Wa be the aggregate a in the mentioned decomposition of the ex-
centrum of Wl, a = 1, 2,... Obviously the equality W]_ = Z^i holds. 
Let us therefore suppose Wy = Flf W2 = F2f..., Wa-i = Pa-u for 
some a > 1. We get 
Fa = Aa V TFi TFa-x V T T a _ , V • • • V ^ a - l Wi, 
so that, according to the definition of Wa and by (13), results F « c Tfa* 
Consider an arbitrary element a e 3ft contained in TT"a. Then a e -4a, 
. . .-4-ap, «i, «2> • • '>ap being a suitable arrangement of (I ^ ) /? a) equal 
or different positive integers such that a x -j- a2 -J- . . . -|- ap = a. If /? = i 
we get at=^a and therefore 
and a a , . . . , ap is an arrangement of (at most a — a{) equal or different 
positive integers such that a2 -f- . . . . -j- ap a — a x. Hence a e TT a i 
T F a _ a i c Fa, by induction. It results that TF"a = . F a for a = 1, 2,... 
'2. Let 9JI be a m. system without kernel. Eft is homomorjphicaMy 
representable on $ i / awd on?y there exists a sequence of sets which 
is a generating decomposition of the excentrum of 3ft. 
Proof, a) Let Eft be homomorphically representable on Using 
the notations as in • 1 the sequence {Ai, A^... } is a generating decom­
position of the excentrum If, . In fact, the sets Aa, <x •— lf 2r..., are 
evidently mutually exclusive and cover Mi; as At = Fx we get Ax =j= 0; 
by '1 are any two aggregates a, /? in this decomposition mutually exclu­
sive for a =|= /?. 
b) Suppose that there exists a sequence of sets {Alf A^...} which 
is a generating decomposition of the excentrum Mv Let Wa, « = 1,2,..., 
be the aggregate a in this decomposition. According to the supposition, 
the sets W\, TPs,. . . are mutually exclusive. Because (13) holds, we get 
c Wa for a = 1, 2,...; hence Wa=^0 since WX = A ^ 0. Fur-
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ther, there holds 3ft = Wt\JW%\f Thus $(TFj, Wiy..,) is a homo-
morphism of 3ft on Q (13 •!). — W e remark the following relation: 
Aa = Mx n TT a , a = l,2,... 
B y the theorem in n° 15 and by 6* 2y '2 we get the following 
result; 
Let 3ft be a m. system without kernel. L e t a be an integer > 1. 
Consider a sequence of sets which is a decomposition of the set of al l 
elements of 3ft whose indices are a, a -f-1,. . . , 2 a — i 1, the first set of 
the sequence being non-vacuous. Then there are two aggregates /?, y in 
this decomposition, /? =f= 7, which have a common element. 
'3. Let $Rbe a m* system without kernel and be homomorphically 
representable on Q. There exist a (1,1) correspondence between the homo-
tnorpMc representations of 3ft on $ and the sequences of sets which are 
generating decompositions of the excentrum of 9ft. 
Proof. Consider the following correspondence between the homo-
morphic representations of 3ft on $ and the sequences of sets which are 
generating decompositions of the excentrum M± of 3ft: W i t h any homo-
morphism eF (Flf Fa,...) the sequence of sets Aa = Mx n Fa, a = l,2,..., 
which really is a generating decomposition of Mt ('2 a)), is associated. B y 
• 2 b) we see that for any sequence of sets which is a generating decom­
position of Mi there exists a homomorphism of 3ft on $ to which the 
sequence in the mentioned correspondence belongs. B y '1, with any two 
different homomorphic representation of 3ft on $ two different sequences 
are associated. 
17. Uniquely decomposable m. systems. L e t 9ft = M^\/M% \/... 
be a m. system without kernel. 9ft is termed uniquely decomposable i f 
every sequence of sets {Aly A3,... }, Ax being non-vacuous, which is 
a decomposition of the excentrum pf 9ft, is generating. According to 
16 '2 *3, if 9ft is uniquely decomposable it is homomorphically represen­
table on Q and there exists a (1,1) correspondence between the homo­
morphic representations of 9ft on & and the sequences of sets {Aif A2, .. •}, 
Ax 4= 0, which are decompositions of the excentrum of 9ft. 
• 1. 9ft is uniquely decomposable if and only if all decompositions of 
every element of 9ft into prime-factors differ only by the order offactors. 
Proof, a) L e t 3ft be uniquely decomposable. First ly, it is easy to 
see that 3ft is homogeneous. In fact, otherwise there exists an element 
a e 9ft of index > 3 admitting two different decompositions into prime-
factors . , , 
a = f1pi.. .pa — Ptp3. .*pp, 
with 1 < « < / ? . Then for every decomposition [A1} A2,*ir} ofcjthe ex-
centrum of 3ft such that all prime-factors p as well as p' are in A*> we 
get a e A£t\Ax^\ it follows that a is a common element to the aggre­
gate a as well as to the aggregate /? in this decomposition. Further, all 
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decompositions of every element a e 9JI into prime-factors differ only by 
the order of factors. Indeed, let 
a = Pi Pi • • -Pa =P\ P's • • • P a (a > 5) 
be two decompositions of a into prime-factors. If, for instance, the prime-
factor p'a is none of the factors Pi, p* •. < ,pa> then for every decompo­
sition {Au Aiy...} of the excentrum of 9JI such that P\.,p%,.. p\, 
P\>*' -IP'*—i 6 AifP'a e -^8; * n e element a is contained in the aggregate 
a in this decomposition as well as in the aggregate a~\- 1. 
b) Suppose that all decompositions of every element of 9JI into prime-
factors differ only by the order of factors. Let {Alf A2}...} be a decom­
position of the excentrum of such that Aj_ 4= 0. Let Wa be the ag­
gregate a in this decomposition, a ~= 1,2,... Let a e fOl} a e Wa n TTp. 
Then a e A%1 A^. . .Aa^ n AfaAfa. , . Afo, the integers ar /? satisfying the 
relations at -\- a2 -\- . . . 4 " = a, / ? A - J - / ? a -|- . , , . - J - ^§ = /?. Therefore there 
exist prime-factors jpa, e «4 a i , pa% e J . ^ , . e A$% such that a =pa.lPa, 
. . . jp a y = ^ 1 ^ . , .pfo. Because the sets A1,A2y.f> are mutually exclu­
sive, from the relation pa =p$ follows Aav = Ap . As the decomposi­
tions of a differ only by the order of factors, we get a = /?» 
A simple example of a commutative uniquely decomposable m. sy­
stem is the m. system whose elements are the integers 2,3,... and the 
multiplication is defined in the usual way, For this m. system the set Ma, 
( X ~ l , i s clearly the set of integers > 1, which are products of 
precisely a prime numbers. In particular, the excentrum of this m. system 
consists of all prime numbers. Because two decompositions of every posi­
tive integer into prime numbers differ only by the order of factors, the 
m. system in question is uniquely decomposable. 
A n example of a uniquely decomposable non-commutative m. system 
is the m. system defined in the following way; The elements are positive 
integers with the exception of those whose symbol in the decimal system^ 
contains the figure 0. The multiplication is defined as follows: For 
/ ? ! / ? 8 . . ./?8, d^l, where f/7v) denote the fi­
gures of a 0) in the decimal system, a/? is given by the formula: 
a /? = at C C } . . . & / ? a . . . /Sg. Consequently, we get, for instance 1.2 = 12, 
14.23391 = 1423391. It is clear that this multiplication is associative. 
The set Ma, « — 1,2,.. .,for the m. system in question is the set of 
its elements, whose symbol in the decimal system contains a figures. In 
particular, the excentrum is the set {i ,2, . . .9) . As every number is 
completely determined by its figures and their order, the above m. sy­
stem is uniquely decomposable. It is clear that it is non-commutative. 
18. Countable m. systems without kernel. A m. system is called 
countable i f the set of its elements is countable. Let 9JI be a countable 
m. system. Then the set of elements of 9JI can be ranged in a sequence, 
that is *o say, it can be put into a {1,1) correspondence with the set 
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of all positive integers. We say that 2ft is ranged if a ranging of it in 
a sequence has been chosen. Let 2ft be ranged. We denote by aa the 
element of 2ft, which corresponds to the positive integer a. Then 2ft 
{oi, o 2 , . . . } . About two elements a a , ape9JI we say that aa precedes 
(follows) ap if a <* (a > /?). 9ft is isomorphic to the m. system, whose 
elements are positive integers and the product «/3 of any ordered pair 
of*pes&TO integers a, /? is given by the formula aa = a«p« Any m. sub­
system of" a~ CQOB&ble m. system is at most countable; that is to say, 
finite or countable. 
•1. Let 2ft = Mx \JM2 V . be a m. system without kernel. 2ft is 
countable if and only if its excentrum i&ak most countable. 
Proof. It is evident that the excentrum JC^is at most countable 
if 2ft is countable. Let us therefore suppose, that th«* excentrum Mt is 
at niost countable. Obviously it is sufficient to prove thafr the set Ma, 
for a = 2,«?,..., is at most countable. Consider to this effect ao<«> < 2 
and an a e Ma. There exists at least one ordered group plf... ,pa of prime-
factors such that a-•— p±.. .pa. Let us associate with every element a e Ma 
one group of this kind. Then with any two different elements of Ma two 
different groups are associated. The elements of Ma are therefore put 
into a (2, i) correspondence with the elements of a certain subset in the 
set formed by all ordered groups of a elements of Jfj. Because Mx is at 
most countable, this set of groups and thus every one of its subsets is 
at most countable. Consequently, Ma is at most countable. 
If the excentrum Mt is finite so is Ma, for a—1,2,... 
19. Let 2ft be a countable m. system. A ranging 2ft = \ax a*...} is 
termed increasing if it has the following property: The product of any 
two elements follows each of them. Then we get by induction (related to a) 
that the product of any a + 1 elements of 2ft follows the element aa. 2ft is 
called increasing if there exists an increasing ranging' of 2ft. 
For instance, the m. system 8V = {&V)£P+1....} is obviously in­
creasing and the above written ranging is increasing for every positive 
integer v. This m. system is isomorphic to the m. system whose elements 
are all positive integers and the multiplication is given by the formula: 
a(J=a-\-0-\-v-^-l, for a, ft = 1,2,... On the contrary, the m. system 
consisting of all positive integers with the usual multiplication is obviously 
not increasing. Every m. subsystem of an increasing m. system is increasing. 
-1. Let 9ft be a countable m. system. 2ft is increasing if and only 
if it is without kernel and every one of its elements admits only a finite 
number of different decompositions into prime-factors. 
Proof, a) Let 2ft be increasing. Let 2ft = {a1} a2f.. •} be an increas­
ing ranging of 2ft. Let aa e 2ft. As the product of any a + 1 elements 
of 2ft follows the element aa, aa is a product of at most a elements of 2ft. 
Hence 2ft is without kernel. If a decomposition of aa into prime-factors 
be given, every prime-factor precedes aa because the ranging is increas-
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ing1. But only a — 1 elements precede aa. Consequently, there exists 
only a finite number of prime-factors which appear in the decompositions 
of aa into prime-factors. Hence aa admits only a finite number of different 
decompositions into prime-factors. 
b) Let 9ft be without kernel and let every element of 9ft admit 
only a finite number of decompositions into prime-factors. Let ae9ft. 
Every element b e 9ft such that a = xb or a = by or a = xby, for suitable 
x, y e 971, shall be called part of a. Every element of 9ft has only a finite 
number of parts. Indeed, otherwise there exists a sequence of mutually 
different parts {bt, bs,. + .} of some element ae9ft. Let a be the index 
of a. The index of every part ftp of a is < a. Consequently, the number 
of prime-factors which appear in the decompositions of all parts bif b2, •.. 
into prime-factors is not finite. For any part ftp of a there exists at least 
one decomposition of a into prime-factors in which all prime-factors 
occuring in an arbitrary decomposition of 6p into prime-factors appear. 
Consequently, the number of prime-factors appearing in the decompositions 
of a into prime-factors is not finite, a admits therefore an infinite number 
of different decompositions into prime-factors-which is contradictory to the 
supposition. Let 9ft t= {a^, a .. .} be a ranging of 9ft. Let A\ be the set 
formed by the element a\ and all its parts. For every integer a > 1 let 
Aa. be the set formed by the element a'p and by all its parts which do 
not appear in Ax V • • • V - ^ a - u a'p being the first element in the sequence 
\a\, a' 2,...} not contained in At\J.». \/Aa—i- It is clear that the sets 
Alf A%y... are non-vacuous,, mutually exclusive and (according to the 
above consideration) finite. There holds 9 f t = 4 i V-^a V * • * Let {oj, O g , . . . } 
be a ranging of 3R defined in the following way: 1° Every element of 
Aa+i follows every element of Aa, a = l,2,.**, 2° the elements of Aa 
are ordered in an arbitrarily chosen way upon the only condition that 
the indices of them increase. This ranging is increasing. In fact, let us 
choose ajj., Ov e 9ft. Then e Aa, a v e A§, a, e A^ for suitable «, /?, y. 
As (av) forms a part of ap.av, we get a^, a v e . V-̂ f- Hence 
y ̂ > a, /?4 Jf y > a, the element a v follows â , because every element 
of Aj follows every element of ̂ Aa; i f y = a, the element a^Oy follows 
because the index of a v is greater than the index of a^. Similarly, 
the element o^Oy follows a^. 
For instance, every countable m. system without kernel which has 
a f̂inite excentrum is increasing. An example of a non-increasing countable 
m. system without kernel is the m. oversystem 9ft =F= {aif Oj , e%y a 8, 0s,... j 
of the infinite cyclic m. system $ = {0, 0*, e3,~*,} at the following pro­
jection; f(aa) = 0, f(z%) = for a — 1, 3,. * . By 6-3, the elements 
au O j , , « . are prime-factors of 9ft; according to the definition of the 
multiplication in 9ft, for any positive integer /? and for a — J, 2r... there 
holds aa0$ = 0$+l. Hence admits an infinite number of different 
decompositions into prime-factors. 
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III. Structure of m. systems without kernel. 
20. Decompositions of sets. Let M be a non-vacuous set. We 
have already defined (n° 16) what is meant by a decomposition of M. 
As long as the contrary is not stated we suppose that the sets which are 
elements of a decomposition, are non-vacuous; we shall denote them by 
small Latin letters. If a decomposition D of M consists of the sets {a}, 
where aeM, we write D cv> M. 
Let J>! be a decomposition of M. Let Z)a be a decomposition of M 
such that every element of Di is the sum of some subsets of M which 
are elements of Z>a. D2 is termed lower decomposition of M with regard 
(w. r.) to Di and we say that it is {lies) under Bt. Analogously, is 
termed upper decomposition of M w. r. to and we say that it is (lies) 
over D2. 
Let ae D± and let A be the set of elements of D2 whose sum is a. 
Then A is a decomposition of a and the system of elements of the A's, 
associated in this way with the elements of Dlf forms the set D 2 . We 
get therefore D2 from Dx by replacing every element a of Dv by a sui­
table decomposition of a; we get from D2 by forming a suitable de­
composition of D2 and adding the subsets of M which are elements of D 2 
and are contained in the same element of the decomposition. Inversely, 
if every one of the elements of D1 be replaced by some of its own 
decomposition, we get a lower decomposition of M w. r. to Dx \ we get 
an upper decomposition of M w. r. to Z)a by forming an arbitrary de­
composition of D2 and adding the subsets of M which are elements of J)2 
and are contained in the same element of the decomposition. 
'1, Let Dlt be decompositions of M, D2 is under Dt if and only 
if for a e Dlt b e D2, a n & =f= 0 there holds be, a. 
Proof, a) Let D a be under Dx. Let a e Dlf b e D2, anb^Q. Then 
a is the sum of some sets which are elements of D2. One of these is 
the set b because a n b =f= 0 and the sets of the system D2 are mutually 
exclusive. 
b) If the above property holds, every element a of is the sum 
of those elements of D2 which have with a a common element of M. 
21. Let M be non-vacuous set. Let DL be a decomposition of M. 
Let D 8 be a lower decomposition of M w. r. to Dt. Let D 2 be a d&* 
composition of M such that it lies under Bx and over Z)3. We say that 
D2 is (lies) between Dt and D s . 
As D3 (D2) lies under 2>j, the set As (A2) of the elements of Z>3 (D2) 
whose sum is a, for any aeDlt forms a decomposition of a; as D 3 is 
over D s , every element of A2 is the sum of some elements of A3. Con­
sequently, we get D2 from Di and Dt in the following way* For every 
a e Dx we form a suitable decomposition of A3 and add the subsets 
of M which are elements of Aa and are contained in the same element 
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of the decomposition; these sums are the elements of Z) 2. Inversely, we 
get a decomposition of M between and D3 by forming, for every 
a e Dlt a decomposition of the set A3 and by adding the subsets of M 
which are elements of As and are contained in the same element of the 
decomposition. 
22. Let M be a non-vacuous set. Let (D) be a non-vacuous system 
of decompositions of M. A decomposition D of M which is over every 
decomposition belonging to (D) is termed upper decomposition cf M w. r. 
to (D) and we say that D is (lies) over (Z>). 
The set of the upper decompositions of M w. r. to (D) is non-
vacuous. In fact, the decomposition of M formed by the single element M 
is over every decomposition belonging to (D) and lies therefore over (D). 
This decomposition is the largest decomposition Dmax of M over (D). 
It is clear that every decomposition of M over (D) lies under t>max. 
•1. There exists a unique smallest decomposition x)«i» o/M over (D); 
i. e. such a decomposition o/M over (D) that every decomposition ofM 
over (D) lies over t>mm. 
Proof. Consider a decomposition D0 e (Z>). Let a0, bQ e DQ. Any or­
dered finite set of elements of D0 
{#i> • • • • fla} 
shall be called chain in (B) for a0, b0 if aL = a0, aa = b0 and if there 
exists for any two adjoining elements of the set an element of a suitable 
decomposition contained in (D) having with both a common element 
of M. The relation applying to two elements a 0, 60 e D 0 and defined in 
the way that there exists a chain in (D) for aw b0 is clearly reflexive, 
symetric and transitive. Consequently, there exists such a decomposition 
D00 of the set Z) 0 that for any two elements of D 0 which are contained 
in the same element of Z) 0 0 there exists a chain in (D), whereas for any 
two elements of D0 which are not contained in the same element of D00 
no such chain exists. The system, of all subsets of M such that every 
subset is the sum of all elements of D 0 which are contained in the same 
element of Z) 0 0 is a decomposition fimin of M. 
a) Dmin lies over (D). In fact, let D be a decomposition in (D). 
We have to show that D is under £)min. Let a e Z), d 
According to 20-1 it is sufficient to prove that a c amin. As dmin is the 
sum of some subsets of M which are elements of D0 and since a ft dmin 4= 0, 
there exists an aQ e D0 such that a0 c , a 0 ft a =J= 0. Let m be an ele­
ment of M contained in a. Then there exists such a &0 e _D0 that m e bQ. 
Evidently {a0,b0) is a chain in (If) for a0,b0. Consenquently a0,b0 are 
in the same element of Dw and thus b0 c dmin. Hence m e dmin and there­
fore a C dmin. 
b) i>min is a smallest decomposition of M over (D). In fact, let D 
be a decomposition of M over (D). We have to prove that A»w» is 
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under j5. Let del), amin e I)mtn, a n dmtn d\=.0. By 20 '1 it is sufficient to 
show that dmtn c a. By definition, d is the sum of some elements of D0 and 
similarly is amin. As d n d O T t n =J= 0 there exists an element a0 e D 0 such 
that a 0 c d n <J m i w . Let b0 e Z)0, &o c Then there exists a chain in (D) 
for a 0, b0 t , > , . 
{ a l v . . , aa\ (ax a 0, a a = o0). 
We clearly get a x c <t. Let us therefore suppose that there holds, for some 
(1 <)/?(< a — 1), aA,..., ap c a\ According to the definition of a chain 
in (D), there exists an element a of a suitable decomposition D e (D) 
which possesses common elements with ap, Consequently andzfc 0. 
As D lies under J) there holds a c ^ . Hence ap + 1 n a 4= 0 and since D 0 
lies under 1) we get ap.^ c d. Hence a a c d and thus $ 
c) Drain is unique. In fact, let ̂  be also a smallest decomposition 
of M over (Z)). We have to show that every element a«in c is an 
element of V. Consider an element a e D such that a n dmtn 4= 0. Be­
cause is a smallest decomposition of M over (D) it lies under t) 
and therefore amin c d; because i ) is smallest it lies under Dmin and there­
fore d c dmin. Hence dmtn = d. 
23. Multiplicative nets. Let M be a non-vacuous set. 
The warp a based upon (b. u.) M is the set formed by all ordered 
groups (alf aa) of a equal or different elements alt ..., aa e M, 
a = 1, 2,... Notation: Oa (M) or shorter O a . The warp b. u. M is the 
set 0 (M) = Ot (M)\/02 (M) V . . • ; a shorter notation: 0. The length 
of an element (alf..., aa) e 0 is the number a. The prolongation of an 
element (alt..., a<jj 6 0 by an element (blt..., ftp) e 0 is the element 
j • • * j 0&a> &p) e 0. A knot in 0, shorter knot, is any non-vacuous 
subset of 0. If the set of lengths of the elements contained in a knot be 
bounded, elements of a greatest length exist in the knot; in this case the 
mentioned greatest length is the length of the Tcnot. A knot is termed 
homogeneous i f every one of its elements is of the same length a; in this 
case the knot is a subset of 0a and a is the length of the knot. Inversely, 
every non-vacuous subset of 0a is a homogeneous knot in 0 of length a. 
The set of all elements of a length a (> 1) contained in a knot is the 
homogeneous component a of the knot. Such a component is therefore the 
vacuous set or a homogeneous knot of length a. Should a kDot have 
a length then the length of every one of its non-vacuous homogeneous 
components equals at most the length of the knot. The prolongation of 
a knot a by knot b is the knot formed by the different prolongations of 
every element of a by every element of b. Notation: ab. If a, b, c, be 
knots in 0 there holds, of course, (ab) c = a (be); the operation is the­
refore associative. It is clear that it is also distributive. If a (b) is of a 
length a (/?) then ab is of the length a -}- /?. If A, B denote non-vacuous 
sets of knots in 0, the symbol AB will denote the set of knots formed 
by the prolongations of every element of A by every element of B. 
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A net b. u. M is a decomposition of the warp 0 (M) having the follow­
ing properties: 
1 ° F o r every element (a) e Ot (M) the set {(a)} is an element of 
the decomposition; 
2° every element of the decomposition possesses a length; 
3 ° for every ordered pair a, b of elements of the decomposition 
there exists in the decomposition an element containing ab. 
Usual notation : 9ft (M) or shorter 9ft. Sometimes we say „net u in ­
stead of „net b. u. M " and „knot of a net" instead of „ element of a net". 
A net 9ft is termed homogeneous i f every one of its knots is homogeneous. — 
T h e simplest net b. u. M is such that every one of its knots is a set 
formed by a single element of 0 (M) so that this net is equivalent to 
0 (M)* T h e net in question shall be called the smallest net b. u. M. Nota­
tion : £) (M) or shorter O . Clearly D (M) is a homogeneous net. 
• h Let 9ft &e a net b. n. M. Let al}..., aa, a e 9ft, aL... aa n a 4= 0; 
a>2. Then at...aac a. 
Proof. In fact, firstly let us show that there exists a knot a' e 9ft 
such that ai., .aac a'. I f a = 2 such an a! exists because of the property 
3 ° of a net. L e t therefore be a > 2 and let us suppose that there exists, 
for some (2 <) /? (£[ a — 1), a knot V e 9ft such that O j . . . ap c b\ T h e n 
a 1 . . . ap'ap + 1 c V a$ 4. x c b for a suitable b e 9ft. Consequently there exists 
an a' e 9ft, ax.. 7aa c ar. — F r o m the hypothesis follows a'n a 4= 0 and thus 
a' = a because the knots of 9ft are mutually exclusive. 
24. L e t 9ft be a net b. u. M. B y the property 3 ° of a net there 
exists in 9ft, for every ordered pair of knots a, b e 9ft, precisely one knot 
containing ab. T h e correspondence, in which with every ordered pair 
of knots a} b e 9ft precisely the mentioned knot is associated, defines in 
9ft a multiplication ab. "We call it the multiplication in 9ft. 
This multiplication is associative. In fact, let a,b,ce 9ft. B y defini­
tion, ab \(ab)c] is the knot of 9ft containing ab (ab) c. There holds there­
fore (ab) c D (ab) c D (ab) C ~ abc. A similar reasoning shows that a (be) D abc. 
Hence (ab) c = a (be) because the knots of 9ft are mutually exclusive. 
T h e net 9ft with the multiplication in 9ft is therefore a m. system; 
we call it multiplicative (m.) net b. u. M. Notation: 9ft (M) or shorter 9ft. 
T h e m. net 9ft is homogeneous i f the net 9ft is homogeneous. — T h e sim­
plest m. net b. u. M is the smallest m. net b. u. M, O (M). This m. net 
is isomorphic to the m. system whose elements are the elements of 0 (M) 
and the multiplication is defined by the formxda ab = ab, ab being the 
prolongation of the element a by 6. T h e m. net D (M) is homogeneous. 
25. Ee t 9ft be a m. net b. u. M. 
'1. The length of every knot ab of 9ft equals at least the sum of 
lengths of the factors. 
T h e proof follows easily from the definition of the multiplica­
tion in 9ft. 
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4 2. 9ft »5 a m. system without kernel. 
Proof. I f 3ft possesses a kernel, there holds 3fta = 3 f t * f o r a sui­
table positive integer a and for every positive integer Let a e 3fta so 
that a e 3fta + P. According to the property 2° of a net a has d determined 
length; on the other hand a is a product of a -J- /? knots and therefore 
(by • 1) its length equals at least a - j - /? r for every positive integer /?, 
which is contradictory. Similarly we find that there does not exist an 
a e VT3fta. 
a = l 
•5. TAe iwde# of every knot in 3ft equals its length. 
Proof. Let a c 3ft and let a denote the index of a. Then a is pro­
duct of a suitable knots of 3ft but not more than a knots of 3ft. Le t /? 
be the length of a. According to ' i we get /?^>a. a contains an ele­
ment (alf..., ap) e 0 of length and is therefore the product of the knots 
{(flj)}, . . . , {(a^)} e 3ft; hence /?<[a. 
•4. 7/ 3ft is homogeneous then it is a homogeneous m. system. 
Proof. According to '3 the prime-factors of the m. system 3ft are 
the knots of length 1. B y the definition of the multiplication in 3ft, the 
product of a knots {(at)}*.. -,{(a a)} «3ft of length 1 is the knot of 3ft 
which contains the element (alf. aa) e 0. This element is of length a. 
I f 3ft is homogeneous then the knot in question is homogeneous and 
therefore every one of it's elements is of the same length a. Thus the 
length of the knot is a and therefore (by •#) its index is a. Conse­
quently the product of any a prime-factors possesses index a. 
'5. Every m. system without kernel is isomorphic to a suitable m. 
net b. u. its excentrum. 
Proof. Le t 3ft — Mx\J M9\/. . . be a m. system without kernel. 
Let 0 be the warp b. u. M±. Le t ^ stand for the correspondence defined 
in the following way: W i t h every element a e 3ft the knot a in 0 formed 
by all elements (plt..pa) e O for which pt.. .p& = a, is associated. The 
set of knots in 0 which are counterparts of the elements of 3ft in ^ is 
a net b. u. Mi; we denote it by 3ft. In fact, it is easy to perceive that 3ft 
is a decomposition of the warp 0 possessing the properties 1° — 3° of a 
net. The correspondence ^ is an isomorphism between the m. system 3ft 
and 3ft. Indeed, ^ is clearly a ( i , 1) correspondence. Further, from 
a a , b-s~*~b (a, b e 3ft; a, be3ft) follows ab «= =» ab because to the 
element ab corresponds in 2 * Q e element of 3ft containing the prolon­
gation of every element belonging to a by every element belonging to 
bf i . e. the knot ab. 
• 6. Every homogeneous vn. system is isomorphic to a suitable homo­
geneous m. net b. u. its excentrum. 
Proof. Let notions and notations be the same as in the proof of *5. 
Further, let 3ft be homogeneous so that every element a e 3ft o f aa 
index a is product of precisely a prime-factors. Then the> knot a which 
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is associated with a in ̂  contains elements of 0 but only of length a. 
Hence a is homogeneous. 
According to "2 '5 '6) the theory of m. systems without kernel 
(homogeneous m. systems) is equivalent to the theory of m. nets (homo­
geneous m. nets). 
26. Consider the set M formed by the unique element z. Then 
0 ({#}) is the set i/ \ / \ / ^ l 
M ' {00, (*>*), to*,*),.--}-
Consequently D ({#}) is given by 
{{(*)}> {0>*j}> {(*,*,«)}»•••} 
and this smallest m. net b. u. {#} is clearly isomorphic to the infinite 
cyclic m. system ft. We call it the infinite cyclic m. net ft. We notice 
that the m. net in question is the unique m. net b. u. In fact, for 
every positive integer a there exists in 0 ({#}) a unique element of 
length a: (z,...,z). Consequently, i f some knot of a m. net b. u. {z} 
a contains two elements (z,... (#,... ,#) e 0 ({#}), a < ft there does not exist 
in the m. net any knot of length a; the considered m. net is therefore 
not a m. system without kernel, which contradicts 25' 2. 
27. Construction of the homogeneous m. nets b. u. a given set. 
•1. Let 3ft = Mx S/M2 V • • • o e a homogeneous net b. u. M. The 
set Ma is a decomposition of Oa(M) and MaMp is a decomposition of 
Oa + $(M)for a, 0=1,2,... 
The proof follows from the supposition of homogenity of Wl accord­
ing to which every knot of Ma [MaM$] is a subset of Oa{M) [Oa+$(M)]. 
'2. Let the suppositions be the same as in '1. The decomposition 
Ma + i of Oa +1 {M\ for a = 1,2,. *., is over the system of decompositions 
MvMa + i-v of the set Oa + i(M), t> = 1,..., a. 
Proof. Let aa +1 e Ma +1, a e Jfv!21fa + 1 _ v and let anaa + i^?0. 
According to.20 ' I it is sufficient to show that a c aa-M« But by *he definition 
of a there holds a = avaa+i-v for suitable a ve Jf v, a«4.i_ veMa+i-v 
Consequently O v a a + 1 _ v ft aa+i 4= 0 and we get, by 23* 1, acaa+v 
'3. Let M be a non-vacuous set. Let M^O^ (M) and let Ma+i 
be a decomposition of the set 0 a + i (M) over the system of decompositions 
M^Ma+1-v of 0 a + 1 (M), for a = 1, 2, ..., v ~ 1, .. .,a. Then 9tt = 
MtS/M^Sf... is a homogeneous net b.u.M. 
Proof. It is clear that 2ft is a decomposition of 0 (M) and that 
every one of its knots is homogeneous. We also perceive that the above 
decomposition possesses the properties 1°2° of a net. We have therefore 
only to prove that it possesses the property 3°* Let a, b e 9ft so that a e Ma, 
b e Mp for suitable a, ft Then ah e Ma M$ and according to the sup­
position, MaM$ is a decomposition of 0 a +p (M) under Ma+p. Hence 
there exists in Ma+$ a knot containing ab, 
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From • 1 '2 * 3 and 22 • 1 we get the following construction of all 
homogeneous nets and consequently of all homogeneous m. nets b. u. 
a given non-vacuous set M: 
Decompositions Mt, M2, * <. of the sets Ot (M), 02 (M), 03 (M),... 
are to be formed in the following way: 1° Mtc\> O x (M) 2° i f M\, . . » , Ma, 
for an a >̂ 1, have been formed, an arbitrary upper decomposition of the set 
Oa+i(M) w. r. to the smallest decomposition of Oa+i {M) over the system 
of decompositions MvMa+i—v> v=l, is to be chosen for Jtf a+i-
Then the set Mi\fM2\/... is a homogeneous net b. u. M. 
'4. If a homogeneous m. net possesses a single knot of index a Q>1) 
then it also possesses only a single "knot of index a -f- /?, for every positive 
integer /?. 
Proof. It is sufficient to consider the case (3=1. Let ffll=Ml\/Mt\/... 
be a homogeneous net b. u. M and let Ma, for a determined a, possesses 
only one knot. By • 1, this knot is the set 0a (M). Let (D) denote the 
system of decompositions of Oa+i (M) Dv = MvMa+i—v, f — l,...,a, 
and let An,» stand for the smallest decomposition of Oa+i over (D). By 
'2 and 22*1, Ma+i is a suitable decomposition of Oa+i over 1)^. ^here-
fore it is sufficient to prove that t>mtn possesses only one knot. Let {{0)^0a 
be a knot of Dt so that {(a)} eMlm As i)m{n is over Dt there exists an 
element amu e Dmin, D {(a)} O a . By definition, 4 „ i n is the sum of 
elements {(a')} Oa of Dx such that there exists a chain in (D) for {(a)} Oa, 
{(a')} Oa. Consequently, it suffices to prove that such a chain exists for 
every element {(a*)} Oa e Df Let us choose an element (aif.» .raa)e Oa-
Then {(a, aL,..., aa)} = . . . , a a )}c {(a)} Oa and analogously {(a', 
alf. aa)} c {(a')|~ba. Further, {(a, aa)} = {(a, o j , . . . , a a-i)}~{(a a) 
c O a {(« a)} «-Da and similarly {(a', aa)} c O a {(oa)}- Hence Dx 
contains the element Oa {(««)} which possesses a common element with 
{(«)} as well as with {(ar)} O a . Thus {(a)} 0 a, {(a*)} O a form a chain 
in (D) for these elements. 
•5. lje£ M be a non-vacuous set. There exists such a homogeneous 
m. net that its excentrum is equivalent to M and there exists but one 
single element of index > a -J- 1 for a given positive integer a. 
Proof. Let Mt™Oi(M). In the case a > 5 w e define the setsiUfj^ . . , 
Ma in the following way: If Mlf..., M$, for a ( J < ) / ? ( ^ a — 1 \ have 
been formed, we choose for .Mp+i an arbitrary upper decomposition of 
Op+i (M) w. r. to the system (Z^p+j) of decompositions M^Mp+i—v of 
Op+i, *' = i , . . . , / ? . For a > i , y > a let -My+x be the decomposition of 
Oy+i (M) formed by the single element O^ + i . Then .3fy+i is a decom­
position of Oy+i over (Z^ + i), (D^ + j) having an analogous meaning to 
(-Dg+j.) According to *5, 9tt = J f t V - ^ a V i s a homogeneous net 
and evidently possesses the above mentioned properties. 
28. Upper and lower m, nets with regard to a given m. net. 
Let 3Jt be a net event, a m. net b. u. M. By definition, the net 3JJ is 
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a decomposition of the warp 0 (M). Every net 9JI b. u. M which lies 
under this decomposition is (lies) under the net 9ft and is termed lower 
net w. r. to SUl; the m. net 9ft is (lies) under the m. net 9ft and is termed 
lower m. -net w.r. to 9ft. 2ft is (lies) over and is termed upper net 
event, upper m. net w. r. to If %Jl be under the m. net 9ft, then the 
prime-factors of the m. nets 3ft, fffl are clearly the same. The simplest 
lower net w. r. to 9ft is D {M); it shall be ealled the smallest net under 
(w. r. to) 9ft or the support oj 9ft. The set of knots in 0 (M) which are 
the different non-vacuous homogeneous components of the knots forming 
9ft, is clearly a homogeneous net b. u. M and lies under 9ft. This net 
event, m. net is the largest homogeneous net event, m. net under 9ft. 
• 1. Let 9ft be a net under 9ft. Let a, b e 9ft, q c a e 9ft, £ c b e 9ft. 
Then qp c ab. 
Proof. By definition, qj) is the element of 9ft which contains the 
knot q$. But abcabc ab so that q§ c qb n ab =f= 0. Consequently, by 20 • 1, 
we get q$ c ab. 
'2. Every homogeneous lower net w. r. to 9ft lies under the largest 
homogeneous net under 9ft. 
Proof. Let 9ft ($) be a homogeneous (the largest homogeneous) net 
under 9ft. We have to prove that 9ft lies under Let # e *£ft, he$, 
qnh=fc 0. It is sufficient to show that q c h. According to the definition, 
h is the set of all elements of 0 (M) which are of the same length and 
lie in a knot ae9ft. Hence qna=\zti and thus, by 20• 1, there holds 
q c a, because is under 9ft. Consequently, we get q c h because q is 
homogeneous. 
29. Let aM^Jf iVJfaV"-be a (m-) * e t u - Let (0=J=) 
A c 9ft. Every (m.) lower net w. r. to 9ft such that the elements of 
A are at the same time elements of is a lower (m ) net w. r. to 9ft 
generated by A. Since every lower m. net w. r. to 9ft possesses the same 
prime-factors as 9ft we may study the lower (m.) nets w. r. to 9ft generated 
by A supposing that A D M±. 
'1. There exists a unique smallest net Sift^n under (w. r. to) 9ft 
generated by A; i. e. such a lower net w. r. to 9ft generated by A that 
every lower net w. r. to 9ft generated by A lies over 9$lmi„. 
Proof. Let us associate with every group ai} a*, . . . , a a of a equal 
or different elements of A, a = 1, 2, . . . , the following knot in 0 (M): 
a^a^.. .aa. Let 0 be the set of all these knots so that 0 = 2AA.. .A. 
a i- ' 
a 
For («!, aa) e 0 (M), a1} aa e M} we get {(%)}, {(aa)} 
e Mx c A and thus « . . {(««)} = {(«i> • • aa)} e 0. Consequently 0 
covers 0 {M). Let a, b e 0. A chain for a, b is an ordered finite set 
of elements of 0: ,~ * 
jflij . . . , aa) 
such that % = a, aa = b and any two adjoining elements possess a 
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common element of 0 (M). The relation for two elements a, b e 0 defined 
in the way that there exists a chain for a, b, is obviously reflexive, 
symetric and transitive. Consequently, there exists such a decomposition 
D of 0 that there exists a chain for any two elements of 0 lying in 
the same element of the decomposition, whereas no chain exists for any 
two elements of 0 lying in different elements. The system of the subsets 
of 0 (M) such that every subset is the sum of all elements of 0 lying 
in the same element of D, is a decomposition SDl̂ ,, of 0 (M). 
a) 9?tmfn is a decomposition of the net 9J?. In fact, let q„t„ e 
a e 2ft, qmin n a =J= 0. It suffices to prove that qmin C a. By definition, 
Qmin is the sum of some elements of 0. Since qnin n a 4= 0 there exists 
an element ae 0 such that ana4= 0. By the definition of a, we get 
being^ suitable knots of 2K. According to 23 • 1 
there holds aca. Let J e O , feegmfn. Then there exists a chain for a, b: 
« 1 , • • •? da] ifli = a, Cla.= b). 
We clearly get O j c a. Let us therefore suppose that aiy . . . , ap c a holds 
for some ( i <Q /? (< a — 2), According to the definition of a chain we 
get ap n ap-fj 4= 0 and thus a n ap+j, 4= 0> hence a$+i c a, by 23* 1. Con* 
sequently aacaf g«,lMcdt. 
b) ^^.n is a net b. u. M. We have only to show that 93̂ ,-̂  possesses 
the properties 1°—3° of a net. 
1° For every element (a) e 0± (M) the set {(a)} is an element of 
tylnin. Indeed, for every element (a) e 0t (M) the set {(a)} is an element 
of 0 and clearly there does not exist any chain for this element and 
any other element of 0 different from it. 
2 ° Every element of SjjRnfe possesses a length, because it is (by a)) 
a subset of some element of 9ft. 
3° For every ordered p̂air of elements q„inj fan of t^in there 
exists in ̂ Rm,» an element containing q^n fan. Firstly, let us show that 
if a, a' c <2Wn, b, V c fani a T c Jhen aH/c c« i*In^ fact^if the sup­
positions hold there exists a chain ax,..., aa for ar, a {a± = a', a a == a) 
and a chain \ , ftp for b\ T> (bL = b'J'b$==b). We may suppose 
P a; as if for instance /? < a, we prolong the chain for V, b by adding 
a — /? knots equal to 6p. Now it suffices to show that 
{ax b1} . . . , a a ba} 
is a chain for a t 6X, a a 6a; i. t n a t f°r 2 < y <I a — 1 both knots 
Ay 6j, possess a common element of 0 {M). But both knots 
Z»y4i] possess a common element {au .,., a^) [(blt..., 6V)] 
of 0 (Jf), and therefore the knots b^f both contain the 
element (alt.. ,r blf ..., bv) e 0 (M). — Now let a [b] represent 
q*tn [fymin] so that #„i„ [fan] is the sum of elements a' [bf] such that 
there exists a chain for a, ar [b, b']. Let a becm{n. Every element of 
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<?i»in pmin is contained in a' h', af, ¥ being suitable elements having the 
mentioned property. Hence oFb' c cmin, qmu $min c cmin. 
<0 9ft«i„ is a smallest net under Oft generated by A. Indeed, let ffjft 
h& sor arbitrary? IQTTCT* net* w: r. f» 5)fc-genegiffeads t y ^ i W a have to show 
that 9ft lies over 3^^. Le£ geSpi, qmin e9KM,„, # n q ^ I F s a f i i e e a 
to prove that qmin c 9 . Let a represent the knot qmin so that qmin is the 
sum of elements a' such that there exists a chain for a, a'. There holds 
for suitable knots J.. According to our assumption 
there holds c^,... > d a e 9?l and therefore, by 23 • i , ac$,$ being a suitable 
element of 9ft. From the existence of a chain for a, <£ easily follows 
a' c £ and hence gw{„ e From # 0 Vm* 4= 0 results £ = q since the knots 
of 9ft are mutually exclusive. 
d) 9ftwin. is unique. The proof is analogous to the proof in 22'1 c). 
-2. If A = Mi then $*m<„ is the support £)(M) of 9ft. 
The proof follQws easily from the construction of ^lmtn. 
' 3. If 2ft is the smallest net b. u. M then $tMtw = 9ft for every A D 
Proof. Every element a e Oft ia formed by a unique element of 0 {M). 
Every element qmilf e 9ftm^ is a non-vacuous subset of a suitable a e 9ft 
and therefore qmtn = a. 
30. Construction of the homogeneous lower m. nets with re­
gard to a given m. net. 
•1. Let 9ft = Mi\/M%\/' • • oe a homogeneous net b. u. M. Let 
9ft = Mx\/M%\/... be a homogeneous lower net w.r. to Oft. 4^a+i is 
a decomposition of Oa+t (M) and lies between Ma±i and the smallest 
decomposition of Oa±x(M) over the system of decomposition My, 4-1 - v 
of Oa+i(M); a- 1, 2,..., y = 2,.*. a. 
Proof. According to 27 <i, 3f«+j js, a decomposition of O a + i and 
by 27'2 and 22'1 it is an upper decomposition w.r. to the smallest 
decomposition of Oa+i oyer the system of decomposition J$fy4^a+i-v of 
the set O a+i> ? Of. iHfa+i is ftlsQ a, decomposition of It 
therefore only remains to prove that iĵ a+i under Jf a+iJ for which 
purpose it is sufficient to show that for 9 e & Q M a + i , qna^O 
there holds qca. But # e Hgfc, a e Oft and by hypothesis, Spt lies under 9ft. 
Consequently qca. 
'2. Let 2ft =: Mis/M^S/... &e a homogeneous net b. u. M. Let 
Mx C N J O i (M) and let 4£<M-j & e a n arbitrary decomposition of the set 
0 a + i (M) between Ma-\-i and, the smallest decomposition of Oa+i (M) 
over the system of decompositions 4^v4^a+i-v of (M); a =31,2,..., 
y = 1,. a. Then 9ft = MiVMiV • • • « « homogeneous lower net of 9ft. 
Proof. According to 27*5, 9ft is a homogeneous net b. u. M. For 
q$Sf$l} a e 2ft, qnadfcO there holds q e 3fa, a ft Jfp, a, /? being suitable 
positive integers. From q n a 4= 0 follows /? = 3 c(. 4s lies under Jf a , 
we get qca. Consequently ̂  is a lower ne$ w. r« to 2ft. 
From 28'2 and • ! '<2 the following construction of all homogeneous * 
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lower m. nets of a given m. net 2ft b. u. a given non-vacuous set M 
results: 
Take the largest homogeneous lower net $ = Hx \J H% V • • • under 
2ft and form the decompositions Mx, M2r M8,... of the sets Ox (M), 0% (M), 
O, (M), . . . in the following way \ 1 ° Mx™Ox (M) 2 ° if Mx,.,Ma have 
been formed for some a > 1, a decomposition of 0 a + i (Jf) between 
and the smallest decomposition of Oa+x (M\ o v e r * n e sjstear ofdecom-
positions - ¥ a + i - v > v = lf.. .fa,o£ Oa+i (M) ia*f» fw chosen for Ma+i-
The set -MiV - % V - • • ^s a homogeneous lower net w. r. to 2ft. 
31. Homomorphic representations of m. systems without kernel. 
Let 2ft, 2ft be m. systems. 
Every correspondence eF between the elements of 2ft and the ele­
ments of 2ft winch has the following properties is called homomorphic 
representation of 2ft in 2ft: 
1* Every element a e 2ft is associated with a single element a e 2ft; 
we write a a (eF), shorter a-*- a, or, if desired, a = f a. 
2 ° For a, b e 2ft, a -~ a, & 6 there holds a& -s* a&, i. e. f a fb = f a&. 
& is the counterpart of a, a is an antecedent of a in eF. The set AcW 
of the counterparts in IT of a set A of elements belonging to 2ft is the 
counterpart of the set A in eF and ^ is an antecedent of Am eF; we write 
A-&-A (eF), shorter -4 .4 or, if wanted, A = fA, For the sake of brevity 
we sometimes say f. i. ua is the counterpart (eF) of a" instead of ua is 
the counterpart of a in eF". — If eF possesses the properties 1° 2 ° as well 
as the further property: 
3 ° Every element of 2ft is the counterpart of at least one element 
of 2ft, we call eF homomorphic representation of 2ft on 9ft or homomorphism 
of 2ft on 2ft, We say that 2ft is homomorphically representable in {on) 2ft 
if there exists a homomorphic representation of 2)? in (on) 2ft. 
'1. 2ft is homomorphically representable in (on) 2ft if and only if 
there exists for every dement a e 2ft a set Fm c 2ft such that 1° the system 
of the sets Fa is a decomposition of 2ft 2° Fz Fb c F^ for a, b e M (3° 
Fa 4= 0 for every a e 2ft,). 
In the case of a homomorphic representation in 2ft some sets F^ may 
be, of course, vacuous. 
Proof. Let 2ft be homomorphically representable in (on) 2ft so that 
there exists a homomorphic representation eF of 2ft in (on) 2ft. For a e 2ft 
let Ft denote the set of antecedents of the element a in eF, Evidently 
the system of the sets F- possesses the above properties. Inversely, if 
there exists a system of sets having the above mentioned properties, the 
correspondence eF between the elements of 2ft and the elements of 2ft de­
fined in manner that every element of F„ is associated with a, is a 
homomorphic representation of 2ft in (on) $31. 
'2. Let 2ft be homomorphically representable (3) in 2ft. Then f 2ft 
is a m. subsystem in 2)?. 
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Proof, Let a, b ef 3ft so that there exists a, be 3ft, a~-r$a,b = {b. 
As tib = \ ab we get ab e f 3ft. 
•5. Zetf 3ft homomorphically representable (eF) w 3ft. Zetf SUi fee 
without kernel. Then f 3ft is without kernel. 
The proof follows irom '2 and 8*<2. 
• 4, Let 3ft be homomorphically representable (eF) in 3ft. Ze£ a 6e aw 
arbitrary positive integer. Then { (3ft)a = (f 3ft)a. 
Proof. Let a e f (3ft)a so that a is the counterpart of the product 
of a elements a l t . . . ^ aa e 3ft. For the counterparts . . 7 % e f 3ft of 
these elements there holds ax... aa = f ̂  . . . aa = a. Hence a e (f 3ft)aj 
Inversely, let ae(f3ft)a so that a is the product of a suitable elements 
a\,... , aa e f 50?« These elements being the counterparts of some elements 
au . . a a e 3ft, we get at... a a 6 3ft and f a t j , , a a =̂  d \ . . .a a — a. Con­
sequently aef(3ft)a. 
• 5. Let 3ft fee homomorphically representable in 9ft. Letf 3ft &e without 
kernel. Then 3ft «s without kernel. 
Proof. Let ?be a homomorphism of 3ft in 3ft. If 3ft possesses 
a kernel, we get 3fta = 9ft"+l for a suitable positive integer a. Then 
f (3ft)a = f (3ft)a+1 and therefore (f 3ft)a = (f 3ft)a+S by • 4. Consequently 
f 3ft possesses a kernel, which contradicts *3. If there exists an a e 3ft 
such that a e 3fta for every positive integer a, it follows f a e f (3ft)a = 
(f $ft)a c 3fta for every positive- integer a and therefore 3ft is not without 
kernel. 
'6. Let the suppositions be the same as in ->5k Let ae3ft and let 
a be the index of the element a in 3ft. Then the index offa in f 3ft is > a. 
Proof. According to the definition of a we get a e 3fta and by • 4 
there holds f a e (f 3ft)a. Consequently the index of the element f a in f 3ft 
equals at least a. 
From this theorem particularly follows that every prime-factor of 
f 3ft is the counterpart of some prime-factor of 3ft. 
•7. Let 3ft be homomorphically representable (eF) on 3ft. Let 3ft be 
without kernel. Let a~ e 2ft and let a be the index of a. There exists an 
antecedent of a in & the index of which equals a. 
Proof. 3y the suppositions and by * 4 there holds a e 3 f t a A2f l a + l =j 
f (3ft)a A f (2R) a + 1 8 0 *ha* « is the counterpart of a suitable elemen| 
ae3ft a / \3ft a+ 1 . 
32. Complete antecedents of a given m. net. Let 3ft 
Mt\/M2\/,.f be a m. net b. u. M. Any m, net 3ft = 3 f i V ^ V • 
b. u. a set M, Jbomomorphically representable (eF) on 3ft together with 
the homomorphism «F is termed complete (c.) antecedent of j3ft: notation 
(3ft, eF). 3ft is the antecedent and & the homomorphism belonging to {3ft, eF). 
(3ft, eF) js homogeneous if 3ft is homogeneous. If 3ft is the smallest m. 
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net £) (M) b. u. Mf (£), eF) is a smallest c. antecedent of 9ft. For the 
sake of brevity we sometimes say u c. antecedent" instead of "c ante^ 
cedent of 9ft". 
Let (9ft, eF) be a c. antecedent of 9ft. 
• 1. Let SDl he a lower m. net w. r. to 9ft. Let fF be the correspondence 
between the elements of 9^ and those of 9ft defined in the following way; 
With every element g e 9ft the element f a e 9ft, where g c a e 9ft, is associa­
ted. Then f is a homomorphism of on 9ft. 
Proof. Every element of is contained in a certain element of 
SOt and is therefore associated (fF) with an element of 9ft. Every element 
of 9ft is the counterpart (sF) at least of one element of 9ft and is there­
fore counterpart (§F) at least of one element of SJR. Let q, $ e 991, q-^-a, 
£-5*6(fF). For suitable a, 6e9ft there holds: qca, b0cb and as-a^ 
bs*-b (cF). Consequently ab ab (eF). According to 28'1 we get 
q]> c ahab (eT) and therefore q\^-ab (fF). 
We say that the homomorphism fF of %Jl on 3ft is generated by eF. 
The c. antecedent (9pt, fF) of 9ft is termed lower & antecedent w. r. to 
(9ft, eF) and we say that it is (lies) under (9ft, eF). 
•2. Let $ft be an upper m. net w. r. to 9ft such that every me of 
its elements contains only elements of 9ft associated (eF) with the same 
element of SR. Let if be the correspondence between the elements of S$l and 
those of 9ft defined in the following way: With every element a e $1 the 
element f a e 9ft, where 4 D a e 9ft, is associated. Then 3 is a homomorphism 
of 9ft on 9ft. 
The proof is analogous to the proof of • 1. 
We say that the homomorphism ef of 9ft on 9ft is generated by 
The c. antecedent (9ft, eT) of 9ft is termed upper c. antecedent w. r. to 
(9ft, «F) and we say that it is (lies) over (9ft, eF). 
•5. (9Jt, f) lies under (9ft, Sr) if and only if (9ft, #) is over ($}, f)> 
Proof. Suppose that ( ^ fF) lies under (9ft, eF). Then every element 
a e 9ft, a a (eF), is the sum of some elements q e ̂  for which q a (fF)» 
9ft is therefore an upper m. net w. r. to 9^ such that every one of its 
elements contains only elements of Sffl associated (fF) with the same ele­
ment of 9ft and further, eF is generated by fF. Inversely, if (9ft, eT) is 
over (tyfl, fF), then every element a e 9ft, a a (eF) is the sum of some 
elements qetyfl for which q-*-d (fF); is therefore a lower m* net 
w. r. to 9ft and fF is generated by eF. 
33. Let (9ft, eF) be a c. antecedent of 9ft. By definition, every lower 
m. net 9J£ w. r. to 9ft determines univocally a c. antecedent of 9ft under 
(9ft, eF). We get the smallest c. antecedent of 9ft under (w. r. to) (9ft, eF) 
if we choose for 9̂ 1 the m. support of 9ft; notation (S^i,,, fF*,n). 
In order to define the largest c. antecedent of 9ft over (9ft, eF) we 
are going to prove the following theorem: 
•1. Let ffiflntax be the set of knots in the warp 0 (M) defined in the 
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following way: Every prime-factor o/9ft is an element of$lmax. Any other 
element of Wlnax is the sum of all elements of 9ft which are associated (9) 
with the same element of 9ft. Then S&?MaI is an upper m. net w. r. to 9ft. 
o 
Proof. It evidently suffices to prove that 9ft,»aa> possesses the pro­
perties i 0 - * - 3° of a net. S&iwaa. evidently possesses the property 1 ° . 2 ° Every 
element of ^ m a e is of a certain length. In fact, let d e Let a e 9ft, 
a c d. If a is a prime-factor of 9ft, we get a — d so that d is of a length 
equal 1. Let us therefore suppose that the length a of a is ^.2. Let 
a - s - a e 9ft (&). Let a be the length of ct. By 31 • 6 we get a ̂  a. d being 
the aum of all elements a such that a-*-a (eF), the last inequality proves 
the proposition. 3° For every ordered pair of elements d, b e f$flmax there 
exists in 9ft«MM!' an element containing a b. In fact, according to the defi­
nition of $tmax we get d = 2q, b = 2b, the first (second) sum being re­
lated to some elements a [b\ e9ft; the counterpart (eF) of any a[b] occuring in 
the first (second) sum is the same element a [b] of 9ft- We get db =22 ab. 
For any a, b "appearing in this sum tnere holds ab c ab a& (eF). Let c 
be the element 'of §&JW<W. containing a&. Then db = 22 ab cc. 
o 
By definitipn, 9ftM«B is an upper m. net w. r. to 9ft such that every 
one of its elements contains only elements of 9ft associated (<iF) with the 
same element of 9ft, We Trnay therefore choose for 9ft the m. net 9ftwa* 
o o 
in order to get an upper c. antecedent (^ft^, &nax) w. r. to (9ft, eF). The 
latter is the largest C. antecedent of 9ft over (w. r. to) (9ft, eF). It is clear 
that any upper c. antecedent of 9ft w. r. to (9ft, eF) lies under (S&La*, e F ^ * ) . 
Remark. Let a e 9ft be of index« > 2. It might be shown that there 
exists in 9fcma* at most one single element which is not a prime-factor 
and is associated ( c T m a K ) with a j its index equals precisely a. Accordingly, 
the set of the antecedents {pmax) of a given element a e 9ft is composed 
by a set of prime-factors of 9ftCTO* and by a unique further element a 
whose index equals a, a being the index of a, The set A of the mentioned 
prime-factors may be, of coarse, vacuous. If we remove from 9ftwa* all 
prime- factors appearing in the sets A associated with the elements a e 9ft 
which are not prime, we get a m. system 91 without kernel. It is easy 
to see that every element of 91 possesses in 92 the same index as in ^Jlmax. 
The homomorphisni of 91 on 9ft established by & m a x is eguiindicial, which 
means that the index of the counterpart of every element n e 9t equals 
the index of n. 
'2. Let f!t|ft, &) be a c. antecedent of 9ft under ("9ft, &). The largest 
c. antecedent of 9ft over f) is the same as the largest c. antecedent 
of 9ft over (%fl,$). 
_ Proof. Let ($jlnax, fmux) [(9fti»aa:, &ma*)] be the largest c. antecedent 
of 9ft w. r. to (301, f ) [(9ft, *)].o Let amaK e $lMax, dmax - > « e i 
According to the definition of yjlmaxt amax is the sum of some elements 
q e 9ft for which q a Each of these q is contained in some a e 9)2 
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corresponding (eF) to the same element a, because (9)2, #) is over (9J2, f)t 
by 32 • 5. We get therefore aMax c 2? a for some suitable a e 9)2, a -> a (eF). 
By the definition of (2W„a«> ^«a*) there exists an ama» e WtMax containing 
all these a and & m a x a (eTmaa!). We get therefore q,nax c anax -s*. a ( #«« t )^ 
It remains to prove that a w a x c ««<.*• According to the definition of fOUwt, 
&nax is the sum of some elements a e 9)2 for which a -=~ a (eF), Each of 
these a is the sum of some elements q e 932 such that # -s»» a ( f ) , Consequently 
we get amaxcSq for some suitable q e ̂  0-2»-a(#). According to the 
definition of ( l ^ a * * fmax) each of these q is contained in Thus 
Umax C 3>max* 
34. Determination of the c. antecedents of a given m. net. 
Let 9)2 be a m. net. 
* 1. Any c, antecedent of 9)2 lies under the.largest c. antecedent w. r. 
to a smallest c. antecedent of 9)2. 
Proof. Let (9)2, #) be a c. antecedent of 9)2. By 32-5, (9J2, 8) 
lies under the largest c. antecedent (9J2maa!, eF«,a*) "w. r. to (9)2, eF). According 
to 33*<2, (S^a*, &ma*) is the largest c. antecedent of 9)2 over the smallest 
c. antecedent (9JlOTin, fFm,„) w. r. to (9)2, eF). But the latter is a smallest c. 
antecedent of 2J2. 
We get therefore the following determination of c. antecedents of 
a given m. net: 
A l l c. antecedents of a given m. net 9)2 are precisely the lower 
c. antecedents w. r. to the largest c. antecedents of 9)2 lying over the 
smallest c. antecedents of 9)2. 
35. Construction of the smallest c. antecedents of a given m. net. 
Let 9J2 = .flfiV J f aV- • • be a m. net b. u. M. Let ( 0 , 3 ) be a smallest 
c. antecedent of 9)2 so that £) = MX\J Ma\/ ... is the smallest m. net 
b. u. a non-vacuous set M. The homomorphism eF determines univocally 
a partial correspondence eF* between the elements of Mt and the elements 
of a subset f* M± of 9)2; eF* is defined in the way that with every ele­
ment of Mi the same element of 9J2 in eF* as well as in eF is associated. 
Hence f* Mx = f Mx. According to 31'6 we get Mx c f* Mi so that the 
power of Mx and therefore the power of M equals at least the power 
of Mi. Let {(au ..., aa)} e Ma, a>2, and ax dZu . . . , a a a a («F) and 
therefore (eF*). As . . . , aa)} — {(#i)} • • • {(«o)} 
Oi . . . act (£), the 
element {(%, . . . , aa)} is associated (sF) -with the product of the counter­
parts (£*) of {(a\)}, . . . ,{(a a )} . 
Inversely, let us choose a set M of a power equal at least to the 
power of Mx and let us establish an arbitrary correspondence eF* between 
the elements of M1} where Mx denotes the excentrum of the smallest 
m. net b. u. M: £) (M) = Mi\ZM2\/ • • - , and the elements of a subset 
f* Mi D Mi c 9JI, such that with every element of Mi one single element 
of f* Mi is associated. Let eF be the correspondence between the elements 
of D (M) and those of 9J2 defined in the following way: Every element 
of Mi is associated with the same element of 9ft in IF as in cF*; every 
element {(aj, . . o a ) } e Ma, is associated with the product of the 
counterparts (sF*) of the elements { (%)} , . .{ (a a ) } e Mj.lt is clear that eFis 
a homomorphism of © (Jf) on 9ft so that (£), eF) is a smallest c. ante­
cedent of 9ft. In this way we get a construction of all smallest c. ante­
cedents of 
36. Construction of the homogeneous c. antecedents of a given 
m. net. Le t 9ft be a m. net. The following construction of all homogeneous 
c. antecedents of 9ft results from our provious considerations: 
Choose a smallest c. antecedent ( D , #„*„) of 9ft (35) and form the 
largest c. antecedent (fSflMaXf over (£), &min) (33); form an arbitrary 
homogeneous lower m. net 9ft w. r. to ffflmax (30) and consider the homo­
morphism GF of 9ft on 9ft generated by &max (32). Then (9ft, eF) is a homo­
geneous c. antecedent of 9ft. 
